Arrivals (1 October–31 December 2009)

Europe
- Bois, Maxime (F) - Student
- Castro, Sandra Maria (BR) - Software Engineer
- Cortesi, Arianna (I) - Student
- Fontani, Francesco (I) - Fellow
- González Gutiérrez, Juan Esteban (RCH) - Fellow
- Goddi, Ciriaco (I) - Fellow
- González Gutiérrez, Juan Esteban (RCH) - Fellow
- Lagadec, Eric (F) - Fellow
- Lewis, Steffan (GB) - Laser Engineer
- Maury, Anaelle (F) - Fellow
- McPherson, Alistair (GB) - Mechanical Engineer
- Panic, Olija (BHI) - Fellow
- Smiljanic, Rodolfo (BR) - Fellow
- Trotta, Francesco (I) - Student
- Unterguggenberger, Stefanie (A) - Student
- Williams, Michael (GB) - Student

Chile
- Alamo, Karla Adriana (MEX) - Student
- Arriaga, Oriel Alberto (RCH) - Electronic Engineer
- Bayo, Amelia (E) - Fellow
- Gadotti, Dimtri (BR) - Fellow
- Huerta, Nicolas (RCH) - Software Engineer
- Jilkova, Lucie (CZ) - Fellow
- Kabath, Peter (CZ) - Fellow
- Martin, Sergio (E) - Fellow
- Mateluna, René Cecilia (RCH) - Student
- Ribes, Mauricio (RCH) - Instrumentation Engineer

Departures (1 October–31 December 2009)

Europe
- Biereichel, Peter (D) - Senior Software Engineer
- Cullum, Martin (GB) - Former Head of Technical Division
- Feng, Yan (VR) - Laser Physicist
- Ferguson, Neil (GB) - Software Engineer
- Gil, Carla (F) - Fellow
- Glumour, Rachel Emily (GB) - Fellow
- Kotamäki, Miikka (FIN) - Mechanical Engineer
- Misgeld, Ingo (D) - Student
- Robinson, Mark (GB) - Draughtsman
- Santangelo, Gina (I) - Design Study Project Manager
- Szych, Cezary (PL) - Student
- Tanaka, Masiyuki (J) - Fellow

Chile
- Asmus, Daniel (D) - Student
- Caceres, Claudio (RCH) - Operations Staff Astronomer (APEX)
- Di Cesare, Maria Alejandra (RA) - Fellow
- Huertas-Company, Marc (E) - Telescope Instruments Operator
- Le Bouquin, Jean Baptiste (F) - Operations Astronomer
- Leon, Gino (RCH) - Student
- O’Brien, Kieran (GB) - Data Handling Administrator
- Salinas, Ricardo (RCH) - Operations Astronomer
- Sanhueza, Roberto (RCH) - Fellow
- Schütz, Oliver (D) - Student